Photocatalytical nanocomposites: a review.
This review focuses on photocatalytically active nanocomposites that are based on the photoactive nanoparticles, or nanostructured particles captured on the surface of the different powderized carriers. Nanosized and nanostructured oxides and sulfides with selected metal cations (Ti, Zn, Cd, Fe, etc.) are intensively studied as the photocatalysts for different purposes. The nanodimension of these particles brings several disadvantages, among them being the negative impact on human health, which is a widely discussed topic nowadays. The nanoparticles can permeate through living tissue and enter living cells and thus a strong effort focused on diminishing this problem is the subject of research activities by many groups. One possible way to achieve control of the nanoparticles' mobility is capturing them on the surface of suitable particulate carriers with dimensions on the order of tenths and hundredths of microns whereas this approach leads to formation of new composite material. Clay minerals, silicates, carbonaceous materials, and other particulate matter are intensively studied for these purposes and proper selection of the substrate can bring additional functionality to the final composite. Very often the photoactivity, antibacterial properties, electrical conductivity, and other properties are significantly enhanced in the case of this kind of composite materials. Strong adhesion between the nanoparticles and the surface of the selected substrate is essential for the stability of the final composites. Characterization of the adhesion energies using laboratory experiments is quite difficult and molecular modeling can bring valuable information about the character of interactions at the interface of nanoparticles and substrate.